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In this article we introduce the Szasz]Bezier operator S which is the modifiedÂ Â n, a
form of the Szasz]Mirakyan operator. By means of construction of suitableÂ
w Ž .functions and the methods of Bojanic]Vuillemier J. Approx. Theory 31 1981 ,
x w Ž . x67]79 and Cheng J. Approx. Theory 40 1984 , 226]241 , using some results and
techniques of probability theory, we obtain the rate of convergence of S forn, a
functions of bounded variation. Our results extend and sharpen the results of
w Ž . x wCheng J. Approx. Theory 40 1984 , 226]241 , Guo and Khan J. Approx. Theory
Ž . x58 1989 , 90]101 for the Szasz-Mirakyan operator. Q 1998 Academic PressÂ
1. INTRODUCTION
w xFor a function f defined on 0, 1 , the Bernstein operator B applied to fn
is
n k nykn kB f , x s f x 1 y x , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn ž /ž / knks0
w .and for a function defined on the infinite interval 0, ‘ , the
Szasz]Mirakyan operator S applied to f isÂ n
kn k nxŽ . yn xS f , x s f e . 2Ž . Ž .Ýn ž /n k!ks0
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w xIn 1983 Chang 4 defined a modified type operator of B as follows,n
n k
a aÃ ÃB f , x s f J x y J x , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýn , a nk n , kq1ž /nks0
n n j nyjÃ ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .where a ) 0, J x s Ý x 1 y x J x ’ 0 . Equation 3jnk jsk n, nq1
Ž .is called the Bernstein]Bezier operator. Research results show that B fÂ n, a
w xpossesses good convergence and approximation properties on C 0, 1 and
w x Ž w x.BV 0, 1 cf. 4, 8, 10 .
In this article, as Chang has done for operator B , we introduce then
following Szasz]Bezier operator S which is a modified form of S , andÂ Â n, a n
we study the rate of convergence of S for functions of boundedn, a
Ž . wŽ .k x yn x Ž .variation. Let P x s nx rk! e k s 0, 1, 2, . . . be Szasz basisÂnk
Ž . ‘ Ž .functions and let J x s Ý P x be Szasz]Bezier basis functions.Â Ânk jsk n j
w .For a G 1, and a function defined on 0, ‘ , the Szasz]Bezier operatorÂ Â
S is defined byn, a
‘ k k y 1
aS f , x s f 0 q f y f J x , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn , a nkž / ž /n nks1
or equivalently,
‘ k
Ža .S f , x s f Q x , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn , a nkž /nks0
Ža .Ž . a Ž . a Ž .where Q x s J x y J x . It is easily seen that S is a positivenk nk n, kq1 n, a
Ž . Ž .linear operator. S 1, x s 1 and S f , x is just the well-known Szasz-Ân, a n, 1
Ž .Mirakyan operator S given as 2 . First we give some properties of basisn
Ž .functions J x as follows, which are useful for our study. Thus,nk
J x y J x s P x , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nk n , kq1 nk
J X x s nP x , k s 1, 2, 3, . . . , 7Ž . Ž . Ž .nk n , ky1
x
J x s n P u du, k s 1, 2, 3, . . . , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Hnk n , ky1
0
‘ ‘x
J x s n P u du s nx , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝHnk n , ky1
0ks1 ks1
J x ) J x ) ??? J x ) J x ) ??? , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n0 n1 nk n , kq1
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Ž . Ž .and for every natural number k, 0 F J x - 1 and J x increasenk nk
w .strictly on 0, ‘ . These properties can be obtained by direct calculation. In
Ž . Ž .addition, we point out that J t 0 F t - ‘ have a meaning in probabil-nk
 Ž . 4ity theory. Let j t , 0 F t - ‘ be the Poisson process with parameter
w . Ž . Ž Ž . .n ) 0, then for every t g 0, ‘ , J t is just the probability: P j t G k ,nk
Žw x.k s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Therefore by the Tchebichev inequality 6, p. 11 we have
for arbitrarily given « ) 0,
1, for k F n x y « ,Ž .
lim J x s 11Ž . Ž .nk ½ 0, for k G n x q « ,n“‘ Ž .
w . Ž .uniformly on every bounded subset of 0, ‘ . Further properties of J xnk
are discussed in the last part of this article.
w xIn 1984 Fuhua Cheng 2 gave an estimate of the rate of convergence of
S for functions of bounded variation as follows:n
Let f be a function of bounded variation on every finite subinterval of
w . Ž . Ž b t. Ž .0, ‘ and let f t s O t for some b ) 0 as t “ ‘. If x g 0, ‘ is
irrational, then for n sufficiently large we have
1
S f , x y f x q q f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .n 2
'xqxr k y1r2n3 q x O xŽ .
F g q f x q y f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý E x 'nx nks1 'xyxr k
n xe4b x y1r2q O 1 4 x nx , 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /4
b Ž . w xwhere E g is the total variation of g on a, b anda x x
¡f t y f x q , x - t - ‘;Ž . Ž .~g t s 13Ž . Ž .0, t s x ;x ¢f t y f x y , 0 F t - x .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Cheng showed also that the first term on the right side of 12 is
w xasymptotically sharp. Later on, in 1989 Guo and Khan 3, p. 99 proved:
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w . Ž w ..If f is normalized and of bounded variation on 0, ‘ f g BV 0, ‘ ,
Ž .then for x g 0, ‘ and n s 1, 2, . . . there holds
1
S f , x y f x q q f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .n 2
n 22 x q 1 2 8 x q 6 x q 1Ž .
F g q f x q y f x y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý E x 'n nxks0 Ik
14Ž .
' 'w . w x w .where I s 0, ‘ , I s x y 1r k , x q 1r k l 0, ‘ , k s 1, 2, . . . , n.0 k
In this article we improve and extend Cheng's work and Guo and Khan's
work by dealing with the approximation of S for functions of boundedn, a
variation. We give quantitative estimates of the rate of convergence of
Ž . Ž . a Ž . ŽS f , x and we prove that S f , x converges to 1r2 f x q q 1 yn, a n, a
a . Ž .1r2 f x y . In the last part of this article, we prove that our estimates
are asymptotically optimal.
2. RESULTS AND REMARKS
Our main results can be stated as follows
THEOREM 1. Let f be a function of bounded ¤ariation on e¤ery finite
w . Ž . Ž b t.subinter¤al of 0, ‘ and let f t s O t for some b ) 0 as t “ ‘. Then
w .for x g 0, ‘ and n sufficiently large, we ha¤e
1 1
S f , x y f x q y 1 y f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .n , a a až /2 2
'xqxr kn3 q x aŽ .
F gŽ .Ý E xnx q 1r2 ks1 'xyxr k
'0.8 3 x q 1 q 1r2 aŽ .
q f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .'nx q 1
'ar 2p q 1
q « x f x y f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .n'nx q 1
Ž .2 xq1 b n xa 2 x q 1 eŽ .
q O 1 , 15Ž . Ž .ž /' 4nx q 1
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where
1, if x s kXrn for some kX g N,
« x sŽ .n ½ 0, if x / krn for all k g N,
Ž a Ž . Ž a . Ž . Ž ..when x s 0, we set 1r2 f x q q 1 y 1r2 f x y s f 0 .
w . w .THEOREM 2. Let f g BV 0, ‘ , x g 0, ‘ and f be normalized at x. Then
for n G 1, we ha¤e
1 1
S f , x y f x q y 1 y f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .n , a a až /2 2
n2 x q 1 aŽ .
F gŽ .Ý E xn ks0 Ik
'a ? min 2 x q 2, 2 x q 2 4
q f x q y f x y , 16Ž . Ž . Ž .'nx q 1
' 'w . w x w .where I s 0, ‘ , I s x y 1 k , x q 1r k l 0, ‘ , k s 1, 2, . . . , n.0 k
In the particular case a s 1, our Theorems 1 and 2 improve the result
Ž . Ž .12 of F. Cheng and the result 14 of Guo and Khan, respectively.
Ž .Remarks. In order to remove the limitation that x is irrational in 12 ,
' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . < Ž . Ž . <the estimation term ar 2p q 1 r nx q 1 « x f x y f x y on then
Ž .right of 15 is indispensable even when a s 1. We also point out that the
wŽ . x Ž . Ž .estimation coefficient 3 q x a r nx q 1r2 in 15 and the estimation
' 'wŽ . x Ž . Ž .coefficient 2 x q 2 a r nx q 1 in 16 are bounded uniformly for all
w . Ž .x g 0, ‘ , comparing them with the estimation coefficient 3 q x rnx in
2 'Ž . w Ž .x Ž .12 and the estimation coefficient 2 8 x q 6 x q 1 r nx in 14 , respec-
tively.
3. LEMMAS AND PROOFS OF THEOREMS
We need the following lemmas for proving our results. Lemma 1 is the
well-known Berry]Esseen bound for the classical central limit theorem of
probability theory. Its proof and further discussion can be found in LoeveÁ
w x w x6, p. 300 and Shiryayev 7, p. 432 .
 4‘LEMMA 1. Let j be a sequence of independent and identicallyk ks1
distributed random ¤ariables with finite ¤ariance such that the expectation
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2E j s a g R s y‘, q‘ , the ¤ariance Var j s b ) 0. Assume1 1 1 1
3 '< <E j y a - ‘, then there exists a numerical constant C, 1r 2p F C - 0.8,1 1
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such that for all n s 1, 2, 3, . . . and for all t,
3n < <1 1 E j y at 2 1 1yu r2P j y a F t y e du - C .Ž .Ý Hk 1 3ž /' ' 'b n 2p n by‘1 1ks1
17Ž .
Ž .LEMMA 2. For x g 0, ‘ , we ha¤e
' '1 0.8 3 x q 1 q 1r2 0.8 3 x q 1
P x y F min , . 18Ž . Ž .Ý nk ½ 5' '2 nx q 1 nxk)nx
Ž .Proof. Let j be the random variable with distribution P j s j s1 1
Ž j . yx Ž Ž . . Ž .x rj! e j s 0, 1, 2 . . . , x g 0, ‘ is the parameter . Hence a s E j1 1
' Ž .s x, b s Var j s x , by moment inequality Holder inequality , we' Ž . È1 1
get
4 23< < 'E j y a F E j y a E j y aŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1
2 ''s 3 x q x x s x 3 x q 1 .Ž .
 4‘Let j be a sequence of independent random variables identicallyk ks1
distributed with j , h s Ýn j . Then the probability distribution of the1 n ks1 k
random variable h isn
knxŽ . yn xP h s k s e s P x .Ž . Ž .n nkk!
So
h y nxn
P x s P nx - h s 1 y P F 0 .Ž . Ž .Ý nk n ž /'nxk)nx
By Lemma 1, we get
3 '< <1 E j y a 3 x q 11 1
P x y F C - 0.8 ,Ž .Ý nk 3' '2 n b nx1k)nx
1 1< Ž . < Ž .and note that Ý P x y F , 18 is obtained.k ) n x nk 2 2
Ž .LEMMA 3. For all x g 0, ‘ , and k s 0, 1, 2, . . . there holds
a 1 1 a
Ža .Q x F min , q 1 . 19Ž . Ž .nk ½ 5ž /' ' ' 'p nx nx q 1 p
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Particularly, if x s kXrn, then we ha¤e
1 a
Ža .Q x - q 1 . 20Ž . Ž .nk ž /' 'nx q 1 2p
yn xŽ .k yn xŽ .w n x x w xProof. It is easy to verify that e nx rk!F e nx r nx !, for
w x Ž .k s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Writing nx s nx q « 0 F « - 1 and using Stirling's
yn u r12 nn'formula n!s n 2p n e , 0 - u - 1, we haven
w xw x n xn x w xnx nx q «Ž . Ž .yn x yw n x xy«e s e w xn x yw n x x u r12w n x xw n x xw xnx ! w x w x'nx e 2p nx e
w xn x« 1 1
y«s e 1 q F .
u r12w n x xž / w n x xw xnx w x w x' '2p nx e 2p nx
w x 2 n xAgain, for 0 - nx - 1, obviously, 2p nx F e . With differential method
w x 2 n xit is easy to show that for nx G 1 there holds 2p nx F 2p nx F e .
Ž . yn xŽ .0 yn xHence, when k s 0, there still holds P x s e nx r0!s e Fn0
w x'1r 2p nx .
< a a < < <Now from the fact that a y b F a a y b with 0 F a, b F 1, and
Ž w xa G 1 cf. 10, Lemma 3 , we get
a
Ža .Q x F aP x - , for all k g N,Ž . Ž .nk nk w x'2p nx
Ža .Ž . Ž . Ž .and note that Q x F 1, 19 and 20 are obtained.nk
Ž . Ž .Now we define the function sgn t and the function d t , respectively,Ã x
by
2 a y 1, t ) 0¡
1, x s t~0, t s 0; d t ssgn t s .Ž .Ž .Ã x ½ 0, x / t¢y1 t - 0
Ž Ž . . Ž .Estimates of S sgn t y x , x and S d , x are important for provingÃn, a n, a x
our theorems.
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LEMMA 4. We ha¤e for n s 1, 2, . . . ,
f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .
S sgn t y x , xŽ .Ž .Ãn , aa2
1 1
q f x y f x q y 1 y f x y S d , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n , a xa až /2 2
'0.8 3 x q 1 q 1r2 aŽ .
F f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .'nx q 1
'ar 2p q 1
q « x f x y f x y , 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n'nx q 1
where
1, if x s kXrn for some kX g N,
« x sŽ .n ½ 0, if x / krn for all k g N.
Proof. By direct calculation, we get
a
a Ža .
XS sgn t y x , x s 2 P x y 1 q « x Q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã Ýn , a nk n nkž /
k)nx
and
S d , x s « x QŽa .X x .Ž . Ž . Ž .n , a x n nk
Hence by Lemmas 2 and 3, we have
f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .
S sgn t y x , xŽ .Ž .Ãn , aa2
1 1
q f x y f x q y 1 y f x y S d , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n , a xa až /2 2
af x q y f x yŽ . Ž .
aF 2 P x y 1Ž .Ý nka ž /2 k)nx
Ža .
Xq f x y f x y « x Q xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n nk
'0.8 3 x q 1 q 1r2 aŽ .
F f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .'nx q 1
'ar 2p q 1
q « x f x y f x y .Ž . Ž . Ž .n'nx q 1
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w .LEMMA 5. For any fixed b ) 0 and e¤ery x g 0, ‘ , if n is sufficiently
large, then
Ž .b 2 xq1Ž .b krn n xk 3 2 x q 1 eŽ .
P x F . 22Ž . Ž .Ý nk ž /ž / 'n 4nx q 1k)2 nx
Ž .Proof. Obviously, 22 is true for x s 0. Let x ) 0, and b sk
Ž . b Žk r n. Ž .krn P x , k ) 2nx. By a simple calculation, we can show that fornk
2n sufficiently large, b rb F . Hence,kq1 k 3
Ž . Ž .b krn b 2 xq1rnk 1
P x F 3b F 3 2 x q P x .Ž . Ž .Ý nk w2 n x xq1 n , w2 n x xq1ž / ž /n nk)2 nx
23Ž .
Ž w x.By Stirling's formula cf. 2, p. 234 , we have for n sufficiently large,
n x n x1 e 1 e
P x F F . 24Ž . Ž .n , w2 n x xq1 ž / ž /' '4 42 nxp nx q 1
Ž . Ž .Lemma 5 now follows from 23 and 24 .
Ž . Ž .For g defined as 13 , we need estimate S g , x . With the methodx n, a x
w x Ž w x .of Bojanic]Vuillemier 1 see Cheng 2 also , we prove
LEMMA 6. For n sufficiently large, we ha¤e
'xqxr kn3 q x aŽ .
S g , x F gŽ . Ž .Ý En , a x xnx q 1r2 ks1 'xyxr k
Ž .2 xq1 b n xa 2 x q 1 eŽ .
q O 1 . 25Ž . Ž .ž /' 4nx q 1
Proof. We first recall the Lebesgue]Stieltjes integral representations,
‘
S g , x s g t d K x , t , 26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn , a x x t n , a
0
where
¡ Ža .Q x , 0 - t - ‘Ž .Ý nk~K x , t s .kFntŽ .n , a ¢
0, t s 0
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Ž .We decompose the integral of 26 into four parts, as
‘
g x d K x , t s D g , x q D g , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H x t n , a 1, n x 2, n x
0
q D g , x q D g , x ,Ž . Ž .3, n x 4, n x
where
xyxr n'
D g , x s g t d K x , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H1, n x x t n , a
0
xqxr n'
D g , x s g t d K x , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H2, n x x t n , a
xyxr n'
2 x
D g , x s g t d K x , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H3, n x x t n , a
xqxr n'
‘
D g , x s g t d K x , t .Ž . Ž . Ž .H4, n x x t n , a
2 x
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We evaluate D g , x , D g , x , D g , x , and D g , x . Be-1, n x 2, n x 3, n x 4, n x
w xcause these evaluations are similar to work in Cheng, 2 , we omit some
' 'w xdetails. First, for t g x y xr n , x q xr n , we have
xqxr n'
D g , x s g t y g x d K x , tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H2, n x x x t n , a
xyxr n'
'xqxr n xqxr k' n1
F g F g . 27Ž . Ž . Ž .E Ý Ex xn ks1xyxr n' 'xyxr k
Ž .Next, we estimate D g , x . Using partial integration with y s x y1, n x
'xr n , we have
y
ÃD g , x s g y q K x , y q y K x , t d g t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1, n x x n , a n , a t x
0
Ã Ž . Ž .where K x, t is the normalized form of K x, t . Therefore,n, a n, a
x xy
ÃD g , x F g K x , y q K x , t d y g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E EH1, n x x n , a n , a t xž /0yq t
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Ã Ž . Ž . Ž .Because K x, t F K x, t on 0, ‘ , it follows thatn, a n, a
< < 2krn y xÃK x , t F K x , t F a P x F a P xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn , a n , a nk nk2t y xŽ .kFnt kFnt
a x
F .2n t y xŽ .
So we get
x xya x a x 1
D g , x F g q d y g .Ž . Ž . Ž .E EH1, n x x t x2 2 ž /n 0n x y y x y tŽ . Ž .yq t
Because
x xy 1 1 yq
d y g s y gŽ . Ž .E EH t x x 02 2ž /0 x y t x y tŽ . Ž .t t
xy 2
q g dt ,Ž .EH x 3
0 x y tŽ .t
we have
x xa a x 2xyxr n'
D g , x F g q g dt.Ž . Ž . Ž .E EH1, n x x x 3nx n 0 x y tŽ .0 t
'Putting t s x y xr u for the last integral, we get
x xn2 1xyxr n'
g dt s g duŽ . Ž .E EH Hx x3 2x0 1x y tŽ .t xyxr u'
n x1
F g .Ž .Ý E x2x ks1 'xyxr k
Consequently,
x n xa
D g , x F g q gŽ . Ž . Ž .E Ý E1, n x x xž /nx 0 ks1 'xyxr k
n x2a
F g . 28Ž . Ž .Ý E xnx ks1 'xyxr k
< Ž . <Using the same method for estimating D g , x , we have3, n x
'xqxr kn5a
D g , x F g . 29Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý E3, n x x2nx xks1
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Ž . Ž .From 27 ] 29 , we get
'xqxr kna 5r2 q xŽ .2 x
g x d K x , t F g .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý EH x t n , a xnx0 ks1 'xyxr k
On the other hand, noting that
'xqxr k2 x n
2 x
g x d K x , t F g F g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E Ý EH x t n , a x x
0 0 ks1 'xyxr k
we get
'xqxr kna 3 q xŽ .2 x
g x d K x , t F g . 30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý EH x t n , a xnx q 1r20 ks1 'xyxr k
Ž . Ž b t. Ž .Finally, by Lemma 5 and the assumption that g t s O t b ) 0 asx
t “ ‘, we have for some positive constant M and n sufficiently large,
Ž .b 2 xq1Ž .b krn n xk 2 x q 1 eŽ .
D g , x FMa P x F3aM .Ž . Ž .Ý4, n x nk ž /ž / 'n 4nx q 1k)2 nx
31Ž .
Ž . Ž .Lemma 6 now follows from 30 and 31 .
Ž .If we strengthen the condition of Lemma 6 and if we assume f t g
w . w xBV 0, ‘ , then similar to the proof of 3, Lemma 3 we have
Ž . w . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 7. Let f t g BV 0, ‘ and let g t be defined by 13 . Then forx
all natural number n,
n2 x q 1 aŽ .
S g , x F g , 32Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý En , a x xn ks0 Ik
' 'w . w x w .where I s 0, ‘ , I s x y 1r k , x q 1r k l 0, ‘ , k s 1, 2, . . . , n.0 k
Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Note that for all t,
1 1
f t s f x q q 1 y f x y q g tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .xa až /2 2
f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .
q sgn t y xŽ .Ãa2
1 1
q d t f x y f x q y 1 y f x y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x a až /2 2
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we get
1 1
S f , x y f x q y 1 y f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .n , a a až /2 2
f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .
F S g , x q S sgn t y x , xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ãn , a x n , aa2
1 1
q f x y f x q y 1 y f x y S d , x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n , a xa až /2 2
By Lemmas 4 and 6 we obtain Theorem 1. If f is normalized at x, namely,
Ž . w Ž . Ž .xf x s f x q q f x y r2, then
'0.8 3 x q 1 q 1r2 aŽ .
f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .'nx q 1
'ar 2p q 1
q « x f x y f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .n'nx q 1
a 1'F 0.8 3 x q 1 q 1r2 q q 1r2ž /' 'nx q 1 2 2p
= f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .
a'F min 2 x q 2, 2 x q 2 f x q y f x y . 33 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .'nx q 1
Ž .Therefore by Lemmas 4 and 7 and 33 we obtain Theorem 2.
4. OUR ESTIMATES ARE SHARP
In this section we prove that our estimates are asymptotically optimal
when n “ q‘. We first need the following preliminary results:
Ž .LEMMA 8. For x g 0, ‘ and n sufficiently large, we ha¤e
a1aJ x G , 34Ž . Ž .Ž .n , w n x x 3
1a aŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .Proof. By Lemma 2, Ý P x s q o 1 . Therefore as n isk G n x nk n2
sufficiently large, we have
a
a1aJ x G P x G .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn , w n x x nk 3ž /
kGnx
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w xLEMMA 9 2, Lemma 1 . If n is a positi¤e integer, then
n n2 nn 1
n1 q q q ??? q u n s e , 35Ž . Ž .
1! 2! n! 2
1 1Ž .where u n lies between and .2 3
LEMMA 10. For all n s 1, 2, . . . we ha¤e
aq11 1 1 1
a aJ 1 y s y J 1 ) . 36Ž . Ž . Ž .n , nq1 n , nq1a a ž / '2 2 4 n
Proof. From Lemma 9, we deduce
1 nn
ynJ 1 s y 1 y u n e . 37Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n , nq1 2 n!
Ž .By 37 and Stirling's formula, we have
1 1 1
a a ay1J 1 y s y J 1 s ag y J 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n , nq1 n , nq1 n n , nq1a a ž /2 2 2
1 1Ž .where - J 1 - g - .n, nq1 n4 2
Hence,
n1 n
a ay1 ynJ 1 y s ag 1 y u n eŽ . Ž .Ž .n , nq1 na2 n!
ay1 aq11 1 1 1 1
y1r12G a e G .ž / ž /' '4 2 42p n n
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .If g t is not constant on 0, 2 x or f x q / f x y , we observe that forx
n sufficiently large
n x 2 xa e aŽ .b 2 xq12 x q 1 F gŽ . Ž .E xž /' 4 nx q 1r2nx q 1 0
ar2
q f x q y f x y .Ž . Ž .'nx q 1
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Ž .So in that case 15 becomes
1 1
S f , x y f x q y 1 y f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .n , a a až /2 2
'xqxr kn4 q x aŽ .
F gŽ .Ý E xnx q 1r2 ks1 'xyxr k
'0.8 3 x q 1 q 1 aŽ .
q f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .'nx q 1
'ar 2p q 1
q « x f x y f x y . 38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n'nx q 1
Ž .We now prove that estimation 38 is asymptotically optimal for continu-
Ž .ity points and discontinuity points of bounded variation function f t . If x
Ž .is a continuity point of f , 38 becomes
'xqxr kn4 q x aŽ .
S f , x y f x F f . 39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý En , a nx q 1r2 ks1 'xyxr k
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .Consider the function f t s t y x x ) 0 . From 39 we have
n4 q x a 1 4a 4 q xŽ . Ž .
S f , x y f x F 2 x F .Ž . Ž . Ýn , a ' 'nx q 1r2 k nks1
Ž .On the other hand, by the properties of J x , Lemma 8 and a result ofnk
w xSzasz 5, p. 240 ,Â
S f , x y f xŽ . Ž .n , a
‘ k
Ža .< <s S t y x , x s y x Q xŽ Ž .Ýn , a nknks0
‘ k k
a aG y x P x J x G y x P x J xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýnk nk nk nkn nks0 kFnx
k 1 k
aG y x P x J x G y x P xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýnk n , w n x x nkan 3 nkFnx kFnx
1r24‘1 1 k 1 1 2 xrp eŽ .
s y x P x G .Ž .Ý nka a '2 3 n 2 3 nks0
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Ž . < < Ž .Hence for the function f t s t y x x ) 0 and n sufficiently large, we
have
1r241 1 2 xrp e 4a 4 q xŽ .Ž .
F S f , x y f x F .Ž . Ž .n , aa ' '2 3 n n
Ž .Therefore 39 cannot be asymptotically improved. For a discontinuity
Ž .point of f , when g ’ 0, 38 becomesx
1 1
S f , x y f x q y 1 y f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .n , a a až /2 2
'0.8 3 x q 1 q 1 aŽ .
F f x q y f x yŽ . Ž .'nx q 1
'ar 2p q 1
q « x f x y f x y . 40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n'nx q 1
We take
1, 0 F t F 1f t s ,Ž . ½ 0, 1 - t - ‘
and x s 1. Now g ’ 0, andx
1 1
S f , x y f x q y 1 y f x yŽ . Ž . Ž .n , a a až /2 2
n 1 1
Ža . as Q 1 y 1 q s J 1 y .Ž . Ž .Ý nk n , nq1a a2 2ks1
Ž .By Lemma 10 and 40 , we get
aq11 1 1 1 3a
F S f , x y f x q y 1 y f x y F .Ž . Ž . Ž .n , a a až / ž /' '4 2 2n n
Ž .Therefore 40 cannot be asymptotically improved.
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